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Have you met Don Turner?

Hello everyone, my name is Don Turner.  I would like to introduce myself to one and all of Lexus customers.  I've been with Lexus of Las Vegas for 7 1/2 years.  Before that, I was with Smith Food & Drug Grocers as a
manager.  I was with them for 20 years prior to being hired with Lexus.
It's been a great experience for me in the time I've been here, and I'm loving it here.  I've accomplished one of the top honors here which is Sales Consultant of the Year, and I've maintained that for the past three years.  I
would love to provide you or any family or friends our great customer service that Lexus of Las Vegas committedly provides to all of our customers, while treating you as a guest in our home.
Thank you.  If you have any questions, please give me a call at 702-581-2360.

Don Turner & our 2018 Lexus GS-F
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We'd Like to Buy Your Lexus

We're also interested in purchasing other makes & models.
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Lexus Cleaning Tips
From screens to carpets, a Lexus detailer offers professional cleaning advice

To own a Lexus is to love a Lexus, and for many Lexus owners, that love certainly extends to periodic cleaning beyond a car wash. Lexus dealerships, of course, have skilled detailing teams who can spruce up your vehicle
and tackle the effects of challenging situations, like a milk jug leaking from a grocery bag.
But for those of you who regularly give your Lexus some driveway TLC, there are a few dos and don’ts when it comes to deeper cleaning—or handling seemingly bad situations:
Removing fingerprints from screens: When cleaning your multi-display or Rear-Seat Entertainment System[1] screens, says Lexus detailing manager Paul Anguiano, avoid using ammonia-based cleaners, which can damage
the surface: “Glass cleaners work well, but avoid any with ammonia.”

Also, use a soft, lint-free microfiber cloth, available at auto parts stores, and spray the cleaner onto the cloth with just one light squirt before wiping the screen. “Never squirt the cleaning spray on the screen directly,” says
Anguiano, which risks the cleaner spraying or dripping into places it’s not supposed to enter, such as cracks and seams around nearby button controls.
Pro cleaners also follow this cardinal rule: never use a microfiber cloth that’s been dropped on the ground—it can pick up unseen particles that scratch the screen.
Cleaning interior trim and seats: The same principles apply to both the hard cabin surfaces, like wood trim, and soft materials, like seats, cloth-covered trim, and dashboards. For these areas, also lightly spray the cleaner
onto a microfiber cloth to avoid getting cleaning liquids into vents, button seams, or speakers.
“For non-glass interior surfaces, both hard and soft, use a citrus-based all-purpose cleaner (non-concentrated), which is gentle on Lexus interiors,” says Anguiano.

Additional recommendations: avoid common car-interior cleaning products like Armor All, which can damage Lexus dash materials, and definitely avoid floor and furniture polishers, which are also potentially damaging.
Cleaning windows: To clean your windows like a pro, says Anguiano, follow these steps. First, heavily spray the glass cleaner onto a lint-free microfiber cloth or a “waffle cloth” (a soft, heavy-duty, waffle-patterned cloth
available at auto parts stores). From there, lower the driver and passenger windows and clean the top edges, a place many drivers ignore but pro detailers generally clean first (grime gets trapped up there over time, says
Anguiano).
After that, clean the inside and outside of windows with the cleaner-soaked cloth, wiping each surface dry with a separate lint-free microfiber cloth. Pro tip: never wash windows in direct sunlight, which often dries the cleaner too
quickly, which in turn causes streaking.
Handling carpet spills: The number one rule with a Lexus carpet spill (or spills on carpet-material floor mats) is to avoid letting the liquid dry out—drying is what leads to staining. “Lexus detailing teams can often clean most
liquid spills as long as you take some immediate steps,” says Anguiano.
First, gently blot the area with an absorbent cloth to get as much of the liquid out, then lightly work in dish soap with a soft dishtowel, and avoid bathroom cleaners or anything with ammonia. Then blot the area again with a wet
cloth to remove the soap, and keep the area damp with a wet rag until you can get your vehicle to the Lexus dealership.



Sticky materials are a different challenge, says Anguiano. If something has hardened into the carpet or floor mat, you can often remove it by rubbing a credit card back and forth over the area, holding the card at a slight angle.
However, there’s a type of material that’s usually impossible to remove without leaving a trace. “High-fructose corn syrup damages carpet fibers, and you’ll find it in sports drinks, juices, and candy,” explains Anguiano.
“Detailers recommend that you avoid bringing anything sugary, especially sports drinks, into your Lexus cabin.”
Cleaning wheels: While tires can be cleaned with soap and water, Lexus wheel spokes will look their best with some special TLC. In addition to road grime, brake dust often collects in crevices and small spaces, making
these areas some of the toughest to clean.
Lexus detailers handle it by liberally spraying wheel cleaner directly onto the spokes, then inserting two fingers into a cleaning rag—waffle cloths work well, as do cleaning mitts, says Anguiano—then working each crevice with
one or two fingers.

Once the area is wiped dry with a towel, detailers usually apply a brake dust barrier. Your Lexus dealership likely has a recommended brand for purchase, and you’ll also find good ones at automotive stores. “Meguiar's is the
brand many Lexus detailing teams use,” says Anguiano.
Sticky exterior materials: To remove sticky materials from your vehicle’s body, such as road tar or tree sap, you can use an auto-body solvent or lacquer based cleaner (available at auto parts stores). First, pour some
cleaner onto a clean cloth and wipe the affected area gently until the residue has been fully removed, and repeat this step as needed.
Another option is a cleaning clay (also available at auto parts stores). Removal with clay is simple: gently rub the clay over the sticky material, which will help extract it without damaging the body. Some polishing may be needed
afterward. A soft microfiber cloth—free of debris—can be used with some polishing wax to finish the affected area.
Of course, if you have any questions or concerns about Lexus cleaning, mention it to your Lexus Service Consultant, who can explain Lexus dealership cleaning and detailing options.
“Generally,“ says Anguiano, “we recommend a professional detailing session once a year, and we can also take care of anything more advanced, like sanding out headlamp scratches or polishing interior trim on older models.”
By Brian Gill/Photos by Danielle Lamp
 
[1] A single-disc DVD player is included. A separate DVD player or game system utilizing the center console's video/audio inputs is required in order to use the split-screen function of the dual-screen system.
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Car Care: Maintenance Tips for a Lasting Relationship
Car care tips to extend the life of your car

A car is a major financial investment, and it is often the key to keeping your life and all of your responsibilities on track. But without regular maintenance, the machine that keeps your life humming will break down.
To keep your car moving along for years to come, implement the following maintenance tips into your car care regimen.
Start smart
Investing in any car won’t get you the mileage you need. That’s why ConsumerReports.org stresses the importance of purchasing a vehicle that has a stellar, reliable
and safe reputation as well as boasts the features you need to complement your lifestyle.
“While you’re out shopping, keep a sharp eye out for cars that have the latest safety features,” advises to ConsumerReports.org. “Electronic stability control is a must,
and consider a vehicle with a rear camera and forward collision, lane departure, and blind-spot warnings. Remember to research how well any vehicle you’re
interested in performed in government and insurance-industry safety tests.”
Make it shine inside and out
A dirty car is not only an eyesore; it’s a sign that your car is slowly deteriorating. According to PopularMechanics.com Alex Leanse, a good washing removes
corrosion-causing contaminants especially during winter months when road salt saturates every inch of your car. Be sure to pay special cleaning attention to your
vehicle’s undercarriage because road salt will decimate metal parts.
Opening the door to a cluttered, filthy cabin will diminish the joy of driving. Plus, who wants to breathe in gross, unidentifiable smells on their daily commute? Be
sure to lessen the contents in your trunk as well — extra weight will just make your car work harder than it already does, according to Leanse.
Change oil (regularly)
Oil changes are not optional. If you want your car to run as well as it can for as long as it can, consistent oil changes, as recommended by your owner’s manual, are
the equivalent to maintenance gold.
“Check and change the oil. No single step will help an engine last more than regular oil and filter changes will. Conversely, nothing will destroy an engine faster than
neglecting oil-level checks or fresh-oil changes,” reports KelleyBlueBook.com.
In addition to recommended oil changes, your owner’s manual also boasts a regular maintenance schedule unique to your ride, which ConsumerReports.org highly advises you follow. By keeping up with scheduled
maintenance, you can potentially avoid costly repairs by spotting problems early.
Engage your senses
If you only give your car a passing glance, you’ll miss out on important warning signs. Is your tire tread wearing unevenly? Is there a scratch on your exterior that wasn’t there before and seems to be growing before your
eyes? Do your tires look low? When was the last time you checked the pressure? Do you notice a weird smell when you hit the gas? What about the grinding sound you hear when you hit the brakes? Has your steering wheel
always vibrated that much?
If you see, smell, feel or hear something that doesn’t seem right, it’s best to investigate the problem further and/or get your vehicle to the mechanic as soon as possible, according to ConsumerReports.org.
With regular maintenance, consistent cleaning and knowing when to seek help from an automotive professional, you’ll be able to keep your car running for miles and miles.
This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Start Your Lexus from Your SmartWatch
Available for both Apple & Android

Lexus Enform Remote for smartwatch provides Lexus guests with an easy way to use their Lexus Enform Remote app interface on their Apple Watch or Android Wear device.
With Lexus Enform Remote for Smartwatch, Lexus guests can access the following features:*

Engine Start and Stop
Door Lock and Unlock
Vehicle Status
Vehicle Finder

Enform Remote on your SmartPhone
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Lexus Safety System+ A
And now for several amazing developments in Lexus safety…

It’s a fast-moving, sometimes surprising driving world out there.
This is one reason why Lexus Safety System+[1] is now standard on all models. As many Lexus drivers already know, this package bundles four technologies designed to help make the Lexus driving experience safer.
There’s the Pre-Collision System (PCS)[2] with Pedestrian Detection[3], which is designed to help avoid collisions with a vehicle or pedestrian. There’s also, of course, All-Speed Dynamic Radar Cruise Control[4], which is
designed to help you maintain a preset following distance from the vehicle ahead, as well as intelligent high-beam headlamps[5] that switch the high beams on and off for you. Plus there’s Lane Keep Assist[6] and Lane
Departure Alert[7] with Steering Assist, which are designed to help prevent inadvertent lane departures.

And now the 2018 Lexus LS flagship has taken these safety strides even further by introducing the optional Lexus Safety System+ A package. This next-generation bundle introduces an array of new Lexus safety capabilities:
It can help detect pedestrians and cyclists in lower light: The LS’s optional package provides enhanced recognition of pedestrians and cyclists in lower light conditions, as well as daytime, and it includes an Intuitive
Pedestrian Alert System[8] that shows—on the windshield display—a pedestrian’s position relative to the vehicle.
It’s designed to steer the vehicle away from people and guardrails under limited conditions:Lexus engineers also added a feature called the Front Lateral Side Pre-Collision System[9] with Automatic Braking[10], Active
Steering Assist, and Heads-Up Display Integration. These systems help anticipate the possibility of a collision with a pedestrian or continuous structure along the road, such as a guardrail. It’s designed to determine whether
automatic braking or automatic steering will help avoid the collision, and it may engage the brakes or automatic steering to help avoid—or help reduce damage from—an impact.
It helps avoid intersection collisions: Another system, Front Cross-Traffic Alert[11], employs radar to detect vehicles approaching on the left or right side of an intersection. If the driver accidentally proceeds toward a
crossing vehicle, the system is designed to sound a buzzer and show a visual warning on the LS display screen.

It reads certain road signs: As part of the package’s expanded scope of hazard detection, Lexus Safety System+ A has a new Road Sign Assist (RCA)[12] feature that employs the navigation system[13] and a camera to
highlight select road-safety signs on the LS’s windshield display and/or multi-display screen.
It introduces Lexus CoDrive[14]: This new system helps keep you in your lane by combining Dynamic Radar Cruise Control with another feature called Lane Trace Assist (LTA).[15] If the system detects a potential lane
departure while you’re using Dynamic Radar Cruise Control, LTA alerts the driver with a visual warning and either an audible alert or steering wheel vibration (it may also apply a small steering correction).
Additionally, when Dynamic Radar Cruise Control is activated, LTA is designed to help maintain the vehicle’s lane positioning when lane markings are hard to detect—such as faded lines, unmarked shoulders, or markings
blocked by traffic congestion. In these situations, it is designed to trace the path of the car in front of you.
By Brian Gill
 
[1] Drivers are responsible for their own safe driving. Always pay attention to your surroundings and drive safely. System effectiveness is dependent upon many factors including road, weather and vehicle conditions. See
Owner's Manual for additional limitations and details.
[2] The Lexus Safety System+ Pre-Collision System is designed to help avoid or reduce the crash speed and damage in certain frontal collisions only. It is not a substitute for safe and attentive driving. System effectiveness is
dependent on road, weather and vehicle conditions. See Owner's Manual for additional limitations and details.
[3] The Pedestrian Detection System is designed to detect a pedestrian ahead of the vehicle, determine if impact is imminent and help reduce impact speed. It is not a substitute for safe and attentive driving. System
effectiveness depends on many factors, such as speed, size and position of pedestrians, and weather, light and road conditions. See Owner's Manual for details.



[4] Dynamic Radar Cruise Control is designed to assist the driver and is not a substitute for safe and attentive driving practices. System effectiveness is dependent upon many factors, including road, weather, and traffic
conditions. See Owner's Manual for additional limitations and details.
[5 ] Intelligent high beams operate at speeds above 21 mph. Factors such as dirty windshield, weather, lighting & terrain limit effectiveness, requiring the driver to manually operate the high beams. See Owner's Manual for
additional limitations and details.
[6] Lane Keep Assist is designed to read visible lane markers under certain conditions when DRCC is engaged. It provides a visual and audible alert and slight steering force when lane departure is detected. It is not a
collision-avoidance system or a substitute for safe and attentive driving. Effectiveness is dependent on many factors including road, weather and traffic conditions. See Owner's Manual for additional limitations and details.
[7] Lane Departure Alert with Steering Assist is designed to read visible lane markers under certain conditions. It provides a visual and audible alert and slight steering force when lane departure is detected. It is not a
collision-avoidance system or a substitute for safe and attentive driving. Effectiveness is dependent on road, weather and vehicle conditions. See Owner's Manual for additional limitations and details.
[8] The Intuitive Pedestrian Detection Alert System is a part of LSS+ A and is designed to warn the driver if a pedestrian is detected in front of the vehicle. System effectiveness depends on many factors, such as speed, size
and position of a pedestrian, driver input, weather, lighting and road conditions. See Owner's Manual for additional limitations and details.
[9] Do not overly rely on the Front Cross-Traffic Alert system. Always visually confirm that it is safe to proceed. There are limitations to the function, detection and range of the system. See Owner's Manual for additional
limitations and details.
[10] Automatic Braking is intended to assist a driver, but it is the driver's responsibility to be aware of the vehicle's surroundings. The system cannot prevent all collisions, and performance is dependent on road, weather and
vehicle conditions. See Owner's Manual for additional limitations and details.
[11] Do not overly rely on the Front Cross-Traffic Alert system. Always visually confirm that it is safe to proceed. There are limitations to the function, detection and range of the system. See Owner's Manual for additional
limitations and details.
[12] Do not rely exclusively on Road Sign Assist (RSA). RSA is a driver support system that utilizes the vehicle's forward-facing camera and Navigation System to recognize certain road signs and provide information to the
driver via the multi-information display and/or Heads-Up Display. Effectiveness is dependent on road, weather, vehicle and sign conditions. Use common sense when using RSA and do not drive distracted. See Owner's
Manual for additional limitations and details.
[13] CoDrive is a combination of Lane Trace Assist (LTA), Dynamic Radar Cruise Control (DRCC) and Road Sign Assist (RSA). If a potential lane departure is detected, LTA provides a visual warning and either an audible alert
or vibration in the steering wheel and can apply a slight steering force. DRCC is designed to assist the driver by maintaining a preset distance from the vehicle ahead. RSA is designed to recognize certain road signs and
provide information to the driver via the multi-information display and/or Heads-Up Display. These driver assistance systems are not substitutes for safe and attentive driving. Effectiveness is dependent on many factors
including road, weather and vehicle conditions. See Owner's Manual for additional limitations and details.
[14] Lane Trace Assist (LTA) is designed to read visible lane markers and detect other vehicles under certain conditions. When potential lane departure is detected, LTA provides a visual warning and either an audible alert or
vibration in the steering wheel and can apply a slight steering force. It is not a collision-avoidance system or a substitute for safe and attentive driving. Effectiveness is dependent on many factors including road, weather and
vehicle conditions. See Owner's Manual for additional limitations and details.
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Vehicle Profile: 2018 Lexus ES
Experience comfort, technology and performance behind the wheel of this luxury sedan

When most people think of the Lexus brand, two things come to mind: luxury and performance. As a high-end brand, Lexus creates vehicles designed with the best materials, powertrains and capabilities. The 2018 Lexus ES
is a luxury sedan equipped with an excellent powertrain and top-notch technology.
Performance
The 2018 Lexus ES is equipped with a 3.5-liter V6 engine paired to a six-speed automatic transmission, allowing the powertrain to produce an impressive 268
horsepower and 248 lb-ft of torque. When you take the ES out on the open road, you’ll be surprised by the high level of efficiency with such a strong powertrain. The
2018 model earns an estimated 21 mpg in the city, 30 mpg on the highway and 24 mpg combined.*
Interior
As a luxury brand, Lexus puts a lot of focus on its interior materials. The cabin of the 2018 Lexus ES comes with NuLuxe seating trim, creating a comfortable and
lavish experience on any journey. Dual-zone climate control comes standard as well, so passengers can customize the temperature to their liking. In addition to its
luxurious materials, the cabin is also equipped with 10-way power-adjustable driver and front passenger seats with lumbar support.
Technology
Advanced technology abounds inside the cabin of the 2018 Lexus ES. The Lexus Premium Audio System comes standard with an array of popular features,
including SiriusXM® Satellite Radio (with a free 90-day subscription), voice command, Bluetooth® audio technology and HD Radio™. Equipped on the HD Radio™
system, you’ll also be able to enjoy subscription-free traffic and weather services to make navigating in your Lexus ES even easier.
Luxury comes standard on the Lexus ES, without the need for upgrades or hidden fees. Experience it for yourself by taking a seat inside the premier cabin of the ES.
*Preliminary mileage estimates determined by Lexus. EPA mileage estimates not available at the time of posting. Actual mileage will vary.
This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Vehicle Profile: 2018 Lexus LS Hybrid
A premium, powerful new hybrid sedan

Back in January of 2017, Lexus revealed something that thrilled its fans and held promise for the future of the brand: a hybrid powertrain for the redesigned LS sedan. Now bearing a lower stance and a larger, longer body, the
new 2018 LS bears all of the manufacturer’s best attributes, including power, efficiency, style and technology.
Introducing the powertrain
In addition to the standard V6 gasoline engine, the LS 500h (standing for “hybrid”) adds a pair of electric motors and a lightweight, self-charging lithium-ion battery.
This cutting-edge powertrain increases fuel efficiency but doesn’t skimp on force, achieving a total system output of 354 horsepower (264 kW) and a 0-to-60 mph
acceleration time of 5.2 seconds.* Relying on a vigorous 10-speed automatic transmission, the LS 500h delivers optimum torque at every level.
The LS 500h’s hybrid powertrain, which debuted on the LC 500h coupe, provides a lower rate of fuel consumption on drives, earning a projected fuel efficiency
average of 25 mpg in the city and 33 mpg on the highway.**
Major body enhancements
The updates to the latest Lexus LS aren’t just under the hood. Now built off the GA-L platform, which is the basis of all of Lexus’ future rear-wheel drive models, the
redesigned sedan is fresh from the ground up. This skeletal change not only helps the new LS ride better, but it looks far ritzier than before, particularly in its sleek
bodylines and narrowed front fascia.
The LS Hybrid will be available in over a half-dozen different color options, ranging from the conservative Liquid Platinum to the modern Autumn Shimmer.
Anticipated to arrive at dealerships soon, the LS 500h sedan will undoubtedly be a winner among both long-term fans and newcomers to the brand.
*Ratings achieved using the required premium unleaded gasoline with an octane rating of 91 or higher. If premium fuel is not used, performance will decrease. Specs
for RWD model shown.
**Preliminary mileage estimates determined by Lexus. EPA mileage estimates not available at time of posting. Actual mileage will vary. Specs for RWD model.
This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}. 
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Four Lexus Models Win IIHS TOP SAFETY PICK Designation
Take a look at the crème de la crème 

When you’re shopping for a car, there are certain features that you’ll decide you need in your vehicle; one feature that is probably non-negotiable for you is vehicle safety. It’s all well and good if your new car looks amazing, but
it needs to be there for you if the worst should happen on snowy or slick roads. The team at Lexus takes safety very seriously, which helped four 2018 models win recognition for achieving high safety scores.
The ES*, IS, NX and RX* took home 2018 IIHS TOP SAFETY PICK awards from the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS) this year, which is especially important considering that the organization made its requirements
stricter than ever for the 2018 model year. Lexus engineers took the new standards seriously and gave all but a few Lexus models features like auto-brake and other more advanced safety technologies standard to improve
their performance both on the road and in testing. 
Cars that qualify for the IIHS TOP SAFETY PICK recognition must have ratings of “Good” or higher in moderate overlap front, driver-side small overlap front and
side crash tests, as well as roof strength and head restraint tests. Vehicles must also score an “Advanced” or “Superior” rating for front crash prevention, and an
“Acceptable” or “Good” headlight score.
Consider one of the four Lexus vehicles that won 2018 IIHS TOP SAFETY PICK, as they cover a wide range of capabilities, budgets and features. The Lexus ES
and Lexus IS are both sedans, which are great for your commute and city driving, and the Lexus IS was just redesigned to turn heads as you drive down the road. If
you’re looking for a vehicle that’s ready to handle your whole family and offer a bit more versatility, the Lexus NX and RX SUVs are up to the task.
To see these vehicles for yourself, visit your local Lexus dealer for a test drive.
*With specific headlights
This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Lexus Introduces Two-Row LX 570
Less is truly more with the 2018 Lexus LX 570 Two-Row

Ever since Lexus released the LX more than two decades ago, the model has been a shining example of combining an SUV’s strong capability and the Lexus trademark smooth elegance and luxury. In all that time, the LX has
always been offered as a three-row SUV, with seating for up to eight passengers.
The problem
According to some Lexus customers, though, there is one problem with that: the third row. These customers, who include drivers with small families, parents whose
children have moved out and multiple-vehicle households, told the brand that although they love the LX, they hardly use the third row of seating. Instead, they said
they would rather have had more cargo space to carry gear for skiing, kayaking, golf or just carrying their dogs, instead.
Lexus heard these pieces of advice and have responded.
The two-row
The result of these suggestions is a single, all-inclusive Lexus LX model with just what these customers asked for: a fully-loaded Lexus LX with just two rows of
seating. That boosts the LX’s cargo space up to a huge 50.5 cubic feet behind the second row of seats. Then, to increase cargo-carrying capacity even more, Lexus
gave the LX Two-Row a standard roof rack with rails.
Luxury features
When it comes to luxury amenities, the Lexus LX Two-Row comes with the same standard equipment as the three-row model, including leather upholstery,
four-zone automatic climate control, a power tailgate, a moonroof, 20-inch wheels, and a standard array of advanced safety features like Intuitive Park Assist and
Blind Spot Monitor with Rear Cross Traffic Alert.
Under the hood
In addition to the luxurious features, the LX 570 Two-Row will also feature the same powertrain as the three-row model: a 5.7-liter V8 engine, which produces a
satisfying 383 horsepower and 403 lb-ft of torque. Combined with an eight-speed automatic transmission, that gives the LX 570 two-row a 7,000-pound maximum towing capacity when using the standard integrated tow hitch
receiver. This towing ability is available starting surprisingly low in the engine’s range, with 90 percent of its torque coming to bear at just 2,200 rpm.
The Lexus LX 570 Two-Row will be available with the 2018 model year, giving a new meaning to the phrase “less is more.”
This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Subscribe to our Newsletter

Fill in the fields below to receive an email each time we post a new issue of our newsletter:
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